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ABSTRACT
In this paper we describe a new algorithm focused on
obtaining stationary foreground regions, which is useful for
applications like the detection of abandoned/stolen objects
and parked vehicles. Firstly, a sub-sampling scheme based
on background subtraction techniques is implemented to
obtain stationary foreground regions. Secondly, some
modifications are introduced on this base algorithm with the
purpose of reducing the amount of stationary foreground
detected. Finally, we evaluate the proposed algorithm and
compare results with the base algorithm using video
surveillance sequences from PETS 2006, PETS 2007 and ILIDS for AVSS 2007 datasets. Experimental results show
that the proposed algorithm increases the detection of
stationary foreground regions as compared to the base
algorithm.
Index Terms— Stationary foreground detection,
background subtraction, frame difference, video
surveillance.
1. INTRODUCTION
Intelligent and automated security surveillance systems
have become an active research area in recent time due to an
increasing demand for such systems in public areas such as
airports, underground stations and mass events [1]. In this
context, detection of stationary foreground regions is one of
the most critical requirements for surveillance systems
based on the detection of abandoned or stolen objects [2], or
parked vehicles.
Background subtraction techniques are the most
popular choice to detect stationary foreground objects
[3][4][5][6], because they work reasonably well when the
camera is stationary and the change in ambient lighting is
gradual, and they represent the most popular choice to
separate foreground objects from the current frame.
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As suggested by [7], the existing approaches can be
divided into two categories. The first category groups
approaches that only use one background model,
emphasizing those based on sub-sampling [4], where the
selection of the sub-sampling rate is a critical parameter to
detect stationary foreground objects, and those which
analyse the input video frame by frame using techniques
such as the accumulation of foreground masks [6] or
techniques based on the properties of the background
subtraction model used [5]. In [6], authors present a robust
method that updates an intermediate image with foreground
areas determined for every frame. Then, it is thresholded to
detect stationary foreground. In [5], a method based on
observing the transitions between different states in a
background subtraction model based on GMM is presented.
The second category groups approaches based on two or
more background models, where the background models are
analysed at different frame rates. The typical approach in
this category [3] is based on two background models, where
first model is updated every frame, trying to identify shortterm changes, and the other model is updated every n
frames, trying to find long-term changes. A recent study
shows that sub-sampling approaches [4] obtain the best
results because most false positives are removed due to the
use of foreground masks from different instant times and by
applying a logical AND combination stage.
In this paper, we extend the work presented in [4](from
now on base algorithm). Firstly, the base algorithm is
described. Then, some modifications are included to
increase the robustness of the base algorithm by reducing
false positives and handling occlusions. Finally, we have
tested the base algorithm and its improvements with video
surveillance sequences in two typical scenarios: parked
vehicles and the abandoned or stolen object detection
The paper is structured as follows: section 2 overviews
the base algorithm [4], section 3 describes the
improvements added to the base algorithm, section 4 shows
experimental results and section 5 closes the paper with
some conclusions.
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Figure 1: Proposed algorithm for stationary foreground region detection

2. BASE ALGORITHM FOR STATIONARY

3.1. Change of the background subtraction technique

FOREGROUND REGION DETECTION
The stationary foreground region detection algorithm
described in [4], is based on the sub-sampling of the
foreground-mask with the aim of detecting foreground
changes at different time instants in the same pixel
locations. To achieve this, authors use a background
subtraction stage based on modelling each pixel with a
simple Gaussian distribution. Since it is assumed that the
pixels of a stationary region will remain as foreground for a
period of time, a number of binary foreground mask
samples are collected from the last k seconds. Then, the
stationary foreground mask (S) is obtained computing the
intersection of the binary foreground mask samples. Finally,
each active pixel of S is determined to be part of the
stationary foreground regions. Specifically, the authors use
6 samples taken from the last 30 seconds. S is defined as
follows:
S  M1 * M 2 * M 3 * M 4 * M 5 * M 6

(1)

where M 1 ....M 6  are the foreground mask samples.
3. PROPOSED MODIFICATIONS
In this section, we describe some modifications
introduced to improve the algorithm performance in many
situations in terms of accuracy and computational cost.
Figure 1 shows how, simultaneously, we obtain a mask S
which studies the persistence of the foreground mask, and
another mask IFD that shows the movement in the scene at
the same time instants; both are combined for getting final
masks FM and FM2 (see Fig.1).

The base algorithm described in [4] presents a high false
positive rate due to the use of a simple Gaussian for the
background subtraction stage. Simple Gaussian is a nonrobust background subtraction approach because it is based
on modelling isolated pixels. We propose to include a new
background subtraction stage to solve the previously
described problem. It is based on modelling each pixel
considering its neighbours as described in [8]. This
algorithm works on grey-scale images with static cameras
and it is based on subtracting a square window around every
pixel. The final decision is taken by thresholding the
previously computed subtraction, also considering the noise
introduced by the camera. Additionally, some modifications
have been introduced to improve the processing time and to
support background initialisation with moving objects.
3.2. Removal of false positives in crowded sequences
The base algorithm introduces several false positives
in crowded sequences. In this context, moving people are
always crossing certain regions of the scene and they might
produce false stationary foreground regions in mask S.
To solve it, we propose to analyse the movement in
these areas in order to remove false stationary foreground
pixels from S (the ones belonging to moving regions), but
not stationary regions. This is achieved by using a frame
difference technique. As demonstrated for the background
subtraction stage, we decided to apply a sub-sampling frame
difference scheme. For each sampling instant, we compute
the grey scale difference between the current frame and the
frame of the previous sampling instant. Then, the difference
is thresholded to obtain a motion mask (FDK). After that, we
make a logical inversion of the motion masks to obtain non-

motion masks (IFDK). In the next step, the final non-motion
mask (IFD) is computed by applying a logical AND
between all the non-motion masks. Finally, the stationary
foreground region mask FM is obtained by applying a
logical AND between the final non-motion mask (IFD) and
the stationary foreground mask obtained from the
background subtraction stage.
With respect to the parameters, we have used the same
number of stages proposed in the base algorithm, so we
obtain 6 frame difference masks for computing the final
non-motion mask (IFD).
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Table 1: Description of properties of each test sequence
3.3. Tolerance to occlusions
After testing the second modification, we observed
that the algorithm did not support partial and total
occlusions (not like the base algorithm, which supports
occlusions). This is because the IFD mask sets occluded
pixels to ‘0’ when a moving person crosses into the camera
and occludes the stationary object. In order to solve this
problem and, therefore, to increase the robustness of the
algorithm in complex sequences (where these occlusions
take place many times), we have included a modification to
detect occlusions and correct them.
Firstly, we extract and keep information about blobs
from the FM mask obtained in the last sampling stages.
Then, a comparison between current detected blobs and the
previously detected blobs (in the preceding sampling
instant) is performed. If any blob is missing in the current
list, we study if it is because the stationary region has
disappeared or if there is an occlusion. We detect an
occlusion if there is a moving region detected in the
background subtraction stage (pixel value of S mask equals
to ‘1’) and the frame difference stage (pixel value of IFD
equals to ‘0’).
If an occlusion is detected, we select the bounding box
corresponding to the occluded region from the S mask, and
calculate the percentage of active pixels. If this percentage
is over a threshold  , we consider that the stationary object
has been occluded, so we copy the corresponding blob,
stored in memory, to the current FM mask, and include this
blob in the current blob list. Therefore, the final static

foreground object mask is obtained by joining occluded
objects masks with the FM mask into a new mask FM2.
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, experimental results of the base
algorithm and of the proposed enhancements are presented.
The system has been implemented in C++, using the
OpenCV image processing library (available at
Tests
were
http://sourceforge.net/projects/opencv/).
executed on a Pentium IV with a CPU frequency of 2.8
GHz and 1GB RAM.
Experiments were carried out on selected sequences
(see Table 1) from the i-LIDS dataset for AVSS2007
(available at http://www.avss2007.org), the PETS2006
dataset (available at http://www.pets2006.net/), and the
PETS2007 dataset (available at http://pets2007.net/). Table
1 shows a summary of the main properties of the selected
sequences. We have decided to classify these sequences
depending on their characteristics, which are the difficulty
of extracting stationary foreground regions, the noise
introduced into the sequence by the recording device and
the number of occlusions. We have ranged these
characteristics between very high and very low.
The proposed algorithm has two critical parameters, the
number of sub-sampling stages and the sampling frequency.
Initially, we have considered the values proposed in [4] (6
stages, 30secs) and for the simple sequences, the results are
quite satisfactory, but for complex sequences, results get
significantly worst. In order to compare our proposal against
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Figure 2: Comparative results for frame 4554 and 4630 (next sub-sampling frame) of AB_easy
the base algorithm, we keep the 30s value for detecting a
foreground region as stationary. We have tested a number of
stages between 2 and 30, observing that, for crowded
sequences the selection of few sampling stages increases the
false positives, whilst when using many sampling stages, the
stationary region could be occluded and never detected.
Finally, we have empirically chosen to use 4 sampling
stages, with a sampling frequency of 170 frames (24-25fps).
To evaluate and compare the performance of the
proposed algorithm, we have manually annotated the
stationary regions to obtain a ground truth. The
experimental results obtained with the base and proposed
algorithms are summarized in terms of precision and recall
in Table 2 for the stationary region detection. Table 2 shows
how each modification introduced in the base algorithm
improves gradually the results obtained for precision and
recall. The base algorithm detects stationary foreground
regions with high accuracy in the simple sequences like
camera 3 from PETS2006 but it introduces some false
positives into the final mask. For the complex sequences, its
accuracy is dramatically decreased because of the high
density of moving people. Then the background subtraction
technique is changed (section 3.1). It removes isolated false
positives, so precision and recall are improved for all
sequences. However, the accuracy in complex sequences is
still low. Then, the frame difference stage is integrated
(section 3.2). Precision in simple and complex sequences is
increased but Recall is maintained in simple sequences and
slightly reduced in complex sequences due to occlusions.
Finally, the modification to handle occlusions is introduced
(section 3.3). The Recall measure is heavily improved and
the occluded regions are correctly detected. Figure 2 shows
two examples of the proposed algorithm. The first and
second rows show, respectively, a stationary foreground
region detection without occlusions and under a partial
occlusion. It can be noticed that the FM mask does not
contain the entire stationary region (the same as in the first
row) because a person is occluding the region. The
occlusion is detected and corrected as shown by the FM2
mask.

5. CONCLUSIONS
This paper has presented an algorithm for stationary
foreground region detection. As base algorithm [4] we
selected one based on a sub-sampling scheme, due to its
better performance [7]. Then, some improvements have
been included to solve the main drawback of the base
algorithm: its high false positive rate in crowed sequences.
A change of the background subtraction technique, an
integration of a sub-sampled frame difference stage and an
occlusion management mechanism have been proposed to
reduce this problem. Experimental results show that the
proposed modifications improve the results obtained by the
base algorithm, reducing the false positive rate in crowed
sequences.
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